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THE BOOK OF SECRETS Â  In the second volume of Fairy Tail, beautiful celestial wizard Lucy as

teamed up with the crazy fire wizard Natsu and his bizarre flying cat, Happy. Their job: to steal a

book from the notorious Duke Everlue. But the eccentric Everlue has killed wizards before, and

Lucyâ€™s team is walking right into his death trap!Includes special extras after the story!
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Fairy Tail takes place in a world that is a sort of schizo version of ours. It has a folks dressing in

fashions from many different eras, trains exist, and other things so far that seem to place this at no

specific era, but a purely fun, fantasy world.In this world we have our hero and heroine. Well, our

main hero and heroine, as this manga starts with loads of characters, and it wouldn't surprise me if it

just got worse from there. Anyways, introduced in the first volume, we have our main hero Natsu

and main heroine Lucy.In the first volume they met when Natsu saved Lucy and inducted her into

the guild of which he is a member, "Fairy Tail". Obviously, this is the reason of the manga's title.

They had a few adventures which continue on into this one, basically two short, but rather simple,

story arcs.About midway through this volume is where the first truly serious arc appears to be

starting. Erza, the most powerful member of Fairy Tail, whom everyone fears, come asking for help.

She is onto a case of a "dark guild" that is out to cause serious trouble, though she doesn't know

what that trouble would be yet. A "dark guild" is a guild that refuses to obey the laws by doing

numerous evil activities including assassination. Because of this, they are banned and declared

illegal.Lucy is eventually roped into this to help mediate on the mission between Natsu and another



wizard he fights with a lot, both of whom were chosen by Erza for the mission.This manga so far is

quite interesting. Some might dislike the fanservice, as the mangaka gives a lot of glimpses of the

attractive garb of the characters. but then again, he also does the uber-muscular guys showing off

pecs, so it is kinda fair in that department.
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